
 The Wolf of Wall Street!!
Open on Jordan and Donnie in a bar, having beers together.!!

Jordan:  Look I heard some stupid shit, and I don’t even want to bring it up, it’s stupid. People 
say shit, I don’t know, I don’t even listen to it half the time.!!
Donnie: What do they say?!!
Jordan: Shit about you and your cousin, I don’t even listen to it.!!
Donnie: It’s not like that. Its not like that.!!
Jordan: No like you married your cousin or some stupid shit, ya know?!!
Donnie: Yeah my wife is my cousin, whatever, but its not what you think.!!
Jordan: Are you like. “first cousins,” or..?!!
Donnie: Her father is the brother of my Mom. Look, we grew up together, and she grew up hot. 
And all my friends were trying to fuck her and I wasn’t about to let these assholes fuck my 
cousin. So I used the cousin thing as an in, I wasn’t gonna let just anyone fuck my cousin. if 
anyone is going to fuck my cousin, its going to be me, out of respect.!!
Jordan: No I get it, yeah. But you’re not afraid of the whole kid thing?!!
Donnie: Having kids with her?!!
Jordan: Yeah!!
Donnie: Oh no, we have two kids.!!
Jordan: I don’t want to get personal or anything, but they’re okay?!!
Donnie: No they’ re not retarded or anything.!!
Jordan: But there’s a big chance, right?!!
Donnie: Oh yeah, there is a sixty to sixty-five percent chance that kids going to be fucking 
retarded or whatever.!!
Jordan: That would scare the shit out of me buddy.!!
Donnie: Hey look man, having a kid takes risks, whether you’re cousins or not.!!
Jordan: What if something like that happened?!!
Donnie: Basically if the kid was retarded I would drive it up to the country, open up the door and 
say “you’re free now,” run free.!



!
Jordan: Ahh..!
Donnie: (laughs) I’m completely fucking with you.!!
Jordan: That’s horrible.!!
Donnie: No we would take it to an institution that handles that and could raise the kid.!!
Jordan: You know what, if you are happy, God Bless you buddy.!!
Donnie: No I’m not fucking happy, no one who is married is fucking happy.!!
Jordan: I’m sorry to hear that buddy.!!
Donnie: You know I’m really appreciative of this fucking job, I’m really enjoying it. !!
Jordan: I’m really happy with what you're doing.!!
Donnie: Actually I got you a little present.!!
Jordan: You got me a present?!!
Donnie: I got you something, yeah.!!
Jordan: Thats fucking sweet of you. !!
Donnie: It’s in back though..!!
Jordan: What do you mean its out back?!!
Donnie: We gotta go out back.!!
Jordan: Like its wrapped up or something?!!
Donnie: It’s wrapped up yeah.!!
Jordan: I don’t get it.!!
Donnie: Neither do I lets fucking go! !!!

__________________GO OUTSIDE_________________________!!
Donnie takes out a pipe and takes a hit, then hands it to Jordan!!

Donnie: Okay your turn.!!
Jordan: I’m not fucking doing this, you’re out of your fucking mind.!!



Donnie Smoke this shit bro.!!
Jordan: No!!!
Donnie: No one is fucking here bro! !!
Jordan: No!!!
Donnie: Come on bro! Fucking smoke some crack with me, smoke crack, Smoke some fucking 
crack with me!!!
Jordan: One hit. That’s it, one hit. !!

Jordan takes a huge hit and lets it settle in his lungs before he exhales!!
 Jordan: Wow! oh my god, ha HA! We gotta get out of here buddy, we gotta get out of here and 
run like where lions and tigers and BEARS! Lets run! Go, go go go!!!!!!


